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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the Cauchy problem for a degenerate parabolic equation
w m x nu y a x u s 0, in R = 0, ` , m ) 1, .  . 4xt i j xi j
1 .u x , 0 s u x , .  .0
when u is a nonnegative continuous function with compact support. Here0
w xa is a symmetric matrix of bounded measurable functions which satisfiesi j
the ellipticity condition
y1 < < 2 < < 2 nL j F a x j j F L j a.e. in R , 2 .  .i j i j
n  .for all j g R , for some L ) 1. Equation 1 is suggested as a mathemati-
cal model for the flow of a gas in a nonhomogeneous porous medium.
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 .By a weak solution to 1 we mean a nonnegative measurable function
 .  2  n.. m 2u x, t satisfying for any t ) 0, u g C 0, t ; L R , u g L 0, t ;l oc
1, 2 n..W R , andl oc
t
mw xu x , t z x , t dx y uz y a x u z dx dt .  .  . 4xH H H t i j xi jn nR 0 R
s u x z x , 0 dx .  .H 0
nR
n w xfor any smooth function z on R = 0, t with compact support.
w x  .It is well known 4 that there exists a weak solution u to 1 and
u x , t dx s u x dx for all t . .  .H H 0
n nR R
w x  .DiBenedetto and Friedman 4 proved that a weak solution to 1 is locally
Holder continuous. For simplicity of arguments we will assume that u isÈ
n w .continuous on R = 0, ` .
In this paper we are interested in the regularity and behaviour of the
interface. We also study the asymptotic behaviour of solutions as t goes to
infinity.
 w  .x .For the porous medium equation when a x is the identity matrix ,i j
w x 1, aCaffarelli and Wolanski 2 proved the C regularity of the interface. The
w xasymptotic behaviour was considered by Friedman and Kamin 5 . They
showed that as t ª `
n rmy1.nq2. < <t u x , t y V x , t ª 0 .  .
< < 1r n  .  .uniformly with respect to x in any set x F Ct C ) 0 , where V x, t is
 . 5 5 1  .a Barenblatt solution satisfying ¨ x, 0 s u d 0 .L0
There are many studies on the asymptotic behaviour of solutions for
w xvarious degenerate parabolic equations. See 6, 7 and the references cited
there.
We define a cylindrical domain
Qh x , t s B x = t , t q h , .  .  .R 0 0 R 0 0 0
 . nwhere B x denotes the ball in R centered at x with radius R. We useR 0 0
C to denote the generic constants depending only on L, m, n, although
they may have changed in the same proof. Double indices mean summa-
 .tion and if there is no confusion, we drop the generic point x , t in0 0
various expressions.
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2. BEHAVIOUR OF THE INTERFACE
In this section we study the behaviour of the interface of a nonnegative
 .solution u to 1 . The Harnack principle is a main tool in studying the
behaviour of the interface.
 .LEMMA Harnack Principle . Suppose u is a nonnegati¨ e weak solution to
 .1 . Then there exists a constant C depending only on L, m, and n such thatH
for each t ) t G 0,2 1
u x , t dx .e 1
 .B xR 0
 .1r my12 nr2R t y t2 1  . .my1 nq2 r2F C q u x , t , .H 0 22 / 5 /t y t R2 1
 .  .where the left hand side denotes the integral a¨erage of u x, t in B x .1 R 0
w xWe refer to 3 for the proof.
First we prove that the propagation speed of the interface is finite. In
 .fact we prove that if the total mass in B x at certain t is zero, then theR 0 0
 .total mass in B x remains zero for a while.R r2 0
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that u x, t s 0 for all x g B x . Then there0 R 0
exists a constant C depending only on L, m, n such that
1r21r2h
mq 1sup u F C u dz .e2 / hRh QRQRr2
 .  2 .1rmy1.  .Proof. Define ¨ x, t s hrR u Rx q x , ht q t . Then ¨ is a0 0
solution to
w m x¨ y a Rx q x ¨ s 0. . 4xt i j 0 xi j
` .Let 1r2 - r - r F 1 and h g C B be a standard cut-off function2 1 0 r1
such that
c0
< <h ' 1 on B and =h F , for some constant c .r 02 r y r1 2
 . aq1 2For any t g 0, 1 , and for any a G 0, we take ¨ h x as a testw0, t x
function to get
t1
aq2 2 my1qa 2¨ x , t h x dx q m a q 1 ¨ a ¨ ¨ h dz .  .  .H H H i j x xi ja q 2 B 0 Br r1 1
t
mq a w xq 2m ¨ =¨ ? =h h dz s 0H H
0 Br1
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 .  .since ¨ x, 0 s 0 in B 0 . Here x is the characteristic function. It follows1
 .from the ellipticity condition 2 and Young's inequality that
1 m a q 1 . 2aq2 2 mqay1 2< <sup ¨ x , t h x dx q ¨ =¨ h dz .  .H H
1a q 2 2LB Q0FtF1 r r1 1
C m , L . 2mqaq1 < <F ¨ =h dz.H
1a q 1 Qr1
Let n G 3. Then, from the Holder inequality and the Sobolev inequality,È
we have
¨ mq aq1q2r n.aq2. dzH
1Qr2
1 2rnaq2 2 mqaq1 2F ¨ h ¨ h dx dt .H H
0 Br1
 .2rn ny2 rn
1  .2 nr ny2aq2 2 mqaq1.r2F ¨ h dx ¨ h dx dtH H H
0 B Br r1 1
2rn
2aq2 2 mqaq1.r2< <F C n sup ¨ x , t h x dx = ¨ h dz .  .  .H H
1B Q0FtF1 r r1 1
1q2rn1c3 mq aq1F c a q c ¨ dz 3 .  .H1 2 2 1Qr y r . r1 2 1
for some constants c , c , and c depending only on L, m, and n. We1 2 3
define a , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , byn
2
a s 0, a s a q a q 2 .0 nq1 n nn
and r , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , byn
1
ynr s 1 q 2 . .n 2
 . .Observe that m q a q 1 q 2rn a q 2 s m q a q 1. Then we cann n nq1
 .derive from 3 that
1q2rn
mqa q1 iq1 mqa q1nq1 n¨ dz F c ¨ dze e
1 1Q Qr rnq1 n
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and iterating this we obtain
1r2
mq1sup ¨ F C L , m , n ¨ dz . . e
11 Q1Q1r2
Scaling back we get the estimate for n G 3. Now we let n s 1 or 2. Then,
from the Holder inequality and the fact thatÈ
1rp 1r2
p 2 1< < < <f dx F C =f dx for all f g H B , .H H 0 r1
we have
¨ mq aq1q1r2.aq2. dzH
1Qr2
1 1r2aq2 2 mqaq1 2F ¨ h ¨ h dx dt .H H
0 Br1
1r2 1r2
1 4aq2 2 mqaq1.r2F ¨ h dx ¨ h dx dtH H H
0 B Br r1 1
1r2
2aq2 2 mqaq1.r2< <F C n sup ¨ x , t h x dx = ¨ h dz .  .  .H H
1B Q0FtF1 r r1 1
3r21c3 mq aq1F c a q c ¨ dz . . H1 2 2 1Qr y r . r1 2 1
Once we have this reverse Holder inequality, the remaining proof is theÈ
same as the case n G 3. The proof is completed.
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that u x, t s 0 for all x g B x . Then there0 R 0
exists a constant C depending only on L, m, and n such that if
 .  .mq1 r my12R
mq 1u dz F Ce  /h hQR
then u ' 0 in Qh .R r4
 .  .Proof. We will show that if y g B x , then sup u y, t s 0.R r4 0 t F t F t qh0 0
 .  . hLet y g B x be given. For r g 0, Rr4 , we define M s sup u.R r4 0 r Q  y, t .r 0
From the previous lemma we have
1r2h R
mq1.r2M F C Mr for r g 0, .rr2 2  / / 2r
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w x  .It follows from 8, p. 95, Lemma 5.6 that sup u y, t st F t F t qh0 0
lim M s 0, ifr ª 0 r
 .y2r my11r2h2y4rmy1.M F 2 4C .R r4 2 /R
By Lemma 2.1 again, we have
1r21r2h
mq 1M F sup u F C u dz .eR r4 2 / hRh QR .Q x , tRr2 0 0
Hence if
 .1r21r2 y1r my1h h
mq 1u dz F C ,e2 2 /  /hR RQR
 .  .we have sup u y, t s 0. Since y could be any point in B x ,t F t F t qh R r4 00 0
the proof is completed.
 .  .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose u x, t s 0 in B x . Then, for any « ) 0, there0 R 0 00
exists a constant C depending only on L, m, n, and « such that0
 .  .mq1 r my1mq1 2R0mq1u dz F C sup u x , t dx q « . .e e 0  /h hQ Bt FtFt qhR r2 R0 00 0
 .  2 .1rmy1.  .Proof. Define ¨ x, t s hrR u R x q x , ht q t . Then ¨ is0 0 0 0
a solution to
w m x¨ y a R x q x ¨ s 0. . 4xt i j 0 0 xi j
Let 1r2 - r - r F 1 and h be a standard cut-off function as in the proof2 1
of Lemma 2.1. We denote ¨ s ¨ q « . We take ¨ aq1h 2x as a test« « w0, 1x
function to get
1
my 1 a 2 aq2 2m a q 1 ¨ ¨ a ¨ ¨ h dz q ¨ x , 1 h x dx .  .  .H H« i j x x «i j1 a q 2Q Br r1 1
« aq2
my1 aq1 2w xs y2m ¨ ¨ =¨ ? =h h dz q h x dx .H H«
1 a q 2Q Br r1 1
 .  .since ¨ x, 0 s 0 in B 0 . Hence we have if a - y2 or a ) y1,1
2 2my1 a 2 my1 aq2 aq2< < < < < <¨ ¨ =¨ h dz F C a ¨ ¨ =h dz q « B , .H H« « r11 1Q Qr r1 1
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and if y2 - a - y1,
my 1 a < < 2 2¨ ¨ =¨ h dzH «
1Qr1
2my1 aq2 aq2 2< <F C a ¨ ¨ =h dz q ¨ x , 1 h x dx , .  .  .H H« «
1Q Br r1 1
 .from the ellipticity condition 2 and Young's inequality. Combining these
together we get for all a
2 2my1 a 2 my1 aq2 aq2< < < <¨ ¨ =¨ h dz F C a ¨ ¨ =h dz q I q « , .H H« «
1 1Q Qr r1 1
w  . xwhere I s sup H ¨ x, t dx . Let n G 3. Then, from the Sobolevt gw0, 1x B1
inequality and the Holder inequality, we haveÈ
¨ mq 1q2r n¨ a dzH «
1Qr2
1 2rn2 mq1 a 2F ¨h ¨ ¨ h dx dt .H H «
0 Br1
 .2rn ny2 rn
1  .2 nr ny22 mq1.r2 a r2F ¨h dx ¨ ¨ h dx dtH H H «
0 B Br r1 1
22r n mq1.r2 a r2< <F C n I = ¨ ¨ h dz .  .H «
1Qr1
22r n my1 aq2 aq2< <F C a I ¨ ¨ =h dz q I q « . . H «
1Qr1
In the last inequality we used the fact that
my 1 a < < 2 mq1 ay2 < < 2¨ ¨ =¨ G ¨ ¨ =¨ .« «
Thus we get
1
mq 1q2r nqa 2r n mq1qa aq2¨ dz F CI ¨ dz q I q «H H« «21 1Q Qr y r .r r2 12 1
q « mq 1q2r nqa , 4 .
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 .for some constant C depending only on L, m, n, and a . Iterating 4 with
a s ym and with appropriate choice of « we get0
mq 1
mq1¨ dz F C L , m , n , « sup ¨ x , t dx q « . .  .e e0 0
1Q Bw x1r2 1tg 0, 1
Scaling back we have the lemma for the case n G 3. For the cases n s 1 or
 .2, by the same reasoning see also the proof of Lemma 2.1 , we obtain
1
mq 1q1r2qa 1r2 mq1qa aq2¨ dz F CI ¨ dz q I q «H H« «21 1Q Qr y r .r r2 12 1
q « mq 1q1r2qa , 5 .
 .  .instead of 4 . Iterating 5 and scaling back we complete the proof.
 .THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that dist x , supp u ) R. Then there is a con-0 0
stant C depending only on L, m, and n such that
C
my1.nq2u x , t s 0 for all t F R . .0 my1
15 5u L0
Proof. From Lemma 2.2 we know that if
 .  .mq1 r my12R
mq 1u dz F C ,e 0  /h h .Q x , 0R 0
h  .  .then u ' 0 in Q x , 0 . Hence if u x , h / 0 for some h ) 0, thenR r4 0 0
 .  .mq1 r my12R
mq 1u dz ) C .e 0  /h h .Q x , 0R 0
On the other hand we know from Lemma 2.3 that for any « ) 0,
 .  .mq1 r my1mq1 2R
mq 1u dz F C « sup u x , t dx q « . .  .e e  /h hQ Bw xR 2 Rtg 0, h
Hence if we choose « s C r2, then we must have0
 .  .mq1 r my1 mq12C R 10 F C sup u x , t dx . .Hn /2 h R Bw x 2 Rtg 0, h
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5 5 1 . 5 5 1Since u t s u , for all t, we conclude thatL L0
C
my1.nq2h ) R .my 1
15 5u L0
The proof is completed.
Now we state the converse statements of Theorem 2.4. These are direct
consequences of Harnack principle.
 .COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that supp u ; B 0 . Then there exists a0 R
constant C such that if
C  .my1 nq2< <h G x q R , .0my1
15 5u L0
 .then u x , h ) 0.0
Proof. The Harnack principle implies that if
 .1r my12R
u x dx G 2C , .e 0 H  /h .B xR 0
then
 .1r my12R
u x , h G . .0  /h
 .  .We note that B x > B 0 > supp u and hence< x <qR 0 R 00
c0
15 5u x dx s u , .e Ln0 0< < .B x x q R .< x <qR 0 00
for some constant c . Thus, if0
 .1r my12< <c x q R .0 0
15 5u G 2C ,Ln 0 H  /h< <x q R .0
that is, if
 .my1 nq2my1 < <2C x q R .  .H 0
h G ,my 1my1 15 5c u L0 0
 .then u x , h ) 0.0
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 .  .COROLLARY 2.6. supp u t ; supp u t if 0 F t - t .1 2 1 2
 .  .Proof. Suppose on the contrary that supp u t ­ supp u t q h , for0 0
n  .some t and h. Then there exists x g R such that u x , t ) 0 and0 0 0 0
 .u x , t q h s 0. By the Harnack principle we have0 0
 .1r my12R
u x , t dx F C , for all R ) 0. .e 0 H  /h .B xR 0
 .It is a contradiction since LHS goes to u x , t which is nonzero, whereas0 0
RHS goes to zero, as R goes to zero. The proof is completed.
w xNow we adopt the argument of Caffarelli and Friedman 1 to show that
the interface is the Holder graph.È
DEFINITION.
V t s x , t : u x , t ) 0 4 .  .  .
G t s the boundary of V t .  .
G s G t .D
tG0
G s x , t g G : t ) 0 and x , s : s G 0 l G s x , t 4  4 4 .  .  .1
G s x , t g G : t G 0 and x , s : 0 F s F t ; G . 4 4 .  .2
 .Remark. In Corollary 2.6 we have shown that the positivity set V t is
expanding as time t increases. From this we can deduce that if for a fixed
n  .  .  . w xx g R , x , t , x , t g G, t - t , then x , t g G, for all t g t , t .0 0 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 2
 .  .To prove this, suppose x , t f G, for some t g t , t . Since u is0 0 0 1 2
 .  .  .continuous and x , t g G, we know that u x , t s 0. Then, u x , t s0 2 0 2 0 0
 .  .0, since V t is nondecreasing. As we are assuming x , t f G, we0 0
 .  .conclude that u x, t s 0 for all x in some ball B x . By the mono-0 R 0
 .tonicity of the positivity set again, u x, t s 0, for all x in the same ball1
 .  .B x . But this contradicts our hypothesis x , t g G.R 0 0 1
First we show that the interface G consists of moving part G and1
nonmoving part G .2
LEMMA 2.7. G s G j G and G is relati¨ ely open in G.1 2 1
Proof. Suppose the first assertion is false. Then, by the remark preced-
ing this lemma, for some x g R n, there exist t , t , and t with 0 F t - t0 0 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .- t such that x , t , x , t g G and x , t f G. So, for some R ) 0,0 0 0 0 2 0 1
we have
u x , t s 0 for all x g B x and sup u x , t ) 0. .  .  .1 2 R 0 2
 .B xRr4 0
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Moreover, from the continuity of the solution we may assume that s s t0
.  .y t r t y t is sufficiently large. See also the remark preceding this2 2 1
lemma. Hence from Lemma 2.2 we conclude that
 .  .mq1 r my12Rt2 mq 1u x , t dx dt G C .e e  /t y t .t B x 2 11 R 0
 .  .mq1 r my1 .  .mq1 r my1 2t y t R0 2s C . /  /t y t t y t2 1 0 2
Then from Lemma 2.3 we have
 .  .mq1 r my1mq1 24R
mq1.rmy1.C « sup u x , t dx q « s .  .e  /t y t .B xt FtFt 0 22 R 01 2
 .  .mq1 r my12R
mq1.rmy1.G Cs  /t y t0 2
w xand hence, for some t g t , t ,3 1 2
 .1r my12R
mq1.rmy1.u x , t dx G Cs . 6 .  .e 3  /t y t .B x 0 22 R 0
 .  .Notice that u x , t s 0 since x , t g G. From the Harnack estimate we0 0 0 0
have
 .1r my124R
u x , t dx F C . 7 .  .e 3 H  /t y t .B x 0 22 R 0
 .  .Therefore by 6 and 7 we must have
Csmq1.rmy1. F 41rmy1.C ,H
which cannot be true for sufficiently large s.
Now we will show that G is closed. First, observe that G is closed from2
 .the Holder continuity of u. Let x , t be a limit point of G , thenÈ 0 0 2
 .x , t g G. Recalling G s G j G and the remark preceding this lemma,0 0 1 2
 .we conclude x , t g G .0 0 2
 .From Lemma 2.7 we note that G can be represented locally as t s F x1
for some function F.
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 .THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that x , t g G . Then there exist constants c, h,0 0 1
and a such that
< < < < au x , t s 0 on x , t : t g t y h , t , x y x F c t y t 4 .  .  .0 0 0 0
and
< < < < au x , t ) 0 on x , t : t g t , t q h , x y x F c t y t . 4 .  .  .0 0 0 0
Consequently G is Holder continuous locally.È1
Proof. Let t - t be fixed and set h s t y t . We know from Corol-1 0 0 1
 .  .lary 2.6 that there exists R ) 0 such that B x l V t s B, that is,R 0 1
 .  . w xu x, t s 0 for all x g B x . For t g t , t , we write t s t q d h and1 R 0 1 0 1
  ..  .dist x , G t s d d R.0
 .We claim that there exists a d - 1r2 such that d d ) 1r3. It follows0 0
< <  .from Lemma 2.2 that if x y x rR s d d F 1r3, for some x g G, then1 0 1
 .1r my12 .1r mq1 21r2 y d R .t qd h1 mq 1u x , s dx ds G C . .e e
d h .t B x1 1r2yd .R 1
Thus we obtain
 .1r mq1
t qd h1 mq 1u x , s dx ds .e e
 .t B x1 R r2 0
 .1r my1 .  .nr mq1 q2r my1 21 y 2 d R .
G C .1rmy1.  /hd
So considering Lemma 2.3 and the Harnack principle
 .1r my1 .  .nr mq1 q2r my1 21 y 2 d R .
C 1rmy1.  /hd
 .1r mq1
t qd h1 mq 1F u x , s dx ds .e e
 .t B x1 R r2 0
 .1r my12R
F C « sup u x , s dx q « .  .e  /d h .B xt FsFt qd h R 01 1
 .  .1r my1 1r my12 2R R
F C « q « .  /1 y d h d h .
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 .since u x , t s 0. Hence we get0 0
 .1r my1d .  .nr mq1 q2r my11 y 2 d F C « q « . .  .  /1 y d
Since « is arbitrary, d must be bounded from below by a positive number.
 .aThe proof of our claim is completed. Now we write 1r3 s 1 y d , for0
some a ) 0. Hence we have
a
dist x , G t y 1 y d h G 1 y d R . .  . . .0 0 0 0
Repeating this process we get
k k adist x , G t y 1 y d h G 1 y d R , .  . . /0 0 0 0
for each k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Finally varying h we conclude that
at y t0
dist x , G t G R . . .0  /h
This completes the proof of the first statement in our theorem. The second
statement can be proved in the same way.
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
In this section we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of a
 .solution u to 1 as t goes to `. We let
uk x , t s k nu kx , k a t , a s m y 1 n q 2. .  .  .
Then uk is a solution to
mk kw xu y a kx u s 0 .  . 5t i j x xi j
uk x , 0 s k nu kx . .  .0
Since we know that
uk x , t dx s u x dx , for all k and t , .  .H H 0
n nR R
by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3, we have a uniform estimate that for each
n q k  5 5 1.compact subset K ; R = R , sup u F C L, m, n, u . ThereforeLK 0
we have
n a k 5 5 1sup k u x , k s sup u x , 1 F C L , m , n , u . .  .  .L0
 .  .B 0 B 0k 1
a 5 5 1Replacing k s t, we have the following sup estimate in terms of u .L0
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5 5 1LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant C depending on L, m, n, and u L0
such that
sup u x , t F Ctyn rmy1.nq2. . .
nxgR
Considering the Harnack estimate we can state a lemma which is a
converse to the previous lemma. In the Harnack estimate
 .1r my1 nr22R t  . .my1 nq2 r2u x dx F C q u x , t .  .e 0 H 02 / / 5t R .B xR 0
we fix R so that
1
15 5u x dx G u . .e L0 0n2 R .B xR 0
Hence if t is so large that
 .1r my12R 1 C
my1.nq215 5C F u , that is, t G R ,LH 0n my1 / 1t 4R 5 5u L0
then
nr2t C . .my1 nq2 r2
15 5u x , t G u . L0 0n2 / 4RR
and hence
5 5 2rmy1.nq2. yn rmy1.nq2.u x , t G C u t . . 10 0 L
Therefore we obtain the following
 . 5 5 1my1.rmy1.nq2. 1rmy1.nq2.LEMMA 3.2. Set R t s u t . There existL0
constants C and C depending only on L, m, n such that1 2
5 5 2rmy1.nq2. yn rmy1.nq2.u 0, t G C u t . 11 0 L
if t is so large that
1
15 5u x dx G u . .H L0 02 .B 0C R t .2
Now we refine the previous two lemmas. Let F L be the class of all
fundamental solutions Q to
w m xQ y b x Q s 0, . 4xt i j xi j
5 5 1Q x , 0 s u d 0 , .  .L0
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w  .x y1 < < 2  . < < 2where b x is bounded measurable with L j F b x j j F L j ,i j i j i j
a.e. x g R n. The existence of such a fundamental solution can be found in
w x3 .
 . 1rwmy1.nq2xTHEOREM 3.3. Set R t s t . Then
n rmy1.nq2. < <lim inf sup t u x , t y Q s 0. .
Ltª` QgF  .B 0R t .
Proof. We prove this by a contradiction argument. Suppose the asser-
 4tion is not true. Then there is a sequence of time t which goes to ` suchk
that for some « ) 0 and for all Q g F L,
n rmy1.nq2. < <sup t u x , t y Q x , t ) « . .  .k k k
 .B 0Rt .k
Now we define the scaled solutions
¨ k x , t s Rn t u R t x , t t . .  .  . .k k k
Then ¨ k satisfies
mk kw x¨ y a R t x ¨ s 0, .  . . 5t i j k x xi j
¨ k x , 0 s Rn t u R t x . .  .  . .k 0 k
w   . .x ` w  .xWe may assume that a R t x weak* L converges to b x , for somei j k i j
w x  .b satisfying the same ellipticity condition 2 . Sincei j
k 5 5 1¨ x , 0 © u d 0 as k ª `, .  .L0
¨ k ª Q uniformly on each compact subset K ; R n = Rq, for some Q g
L  w x.F see 3, Theorem 3.3 . In particular
< k <lim sup ¨ x , 1 y Q x , 1 s 0. .  .
kª`  .B 01
k .We define Q x, t by
n kQ x , t s R t Q R t x , t t . .  .  . .k k k
LkWe note that Q g F and
n k< <lim sup R t u x , t y Q x , t .  .  .k k k
kª`  .B 0Rt .k
n n k< <s lim sup R t u R t x , t y R t Q R t x , t .  .  .  . .  .k k k k k k
kª`  .B 01
< k <s lim sup ¨ x , 1 y Q x , 1 s 0. .  .
kª`  .B 01
This completes the proof.
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w  .x w  .x  4Remark. If a t x converges to a unique b x regardless of t ,i j k i j k
w  .xthen Q in Theorem 3.3 is decided uniquely. For example, if a x isi j
` w  .xperiodic, then the L -weak star limit b x is a constant matrix andi j
 .Q s C B xPL , for some constant C, where B is the Barenblatt solution
 .explicit form , P is an orthogonal matrix, and L is a diagonal matrix.
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